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Abstract

New application domains cause todays database sizes to
grow rapidly, posing great demands on technology. Data
fragmentation facilitates techniques (like distribution,
parallelization, and main-memory computing) meeting
these demands. Also, fragmentation might help improv-
ing efficient processing of query types such as top N.

Database design and query optimization require a good
notion of the costs resulting from a certain fragmenta-
tion.

Our mathematically derived selectivity model facilitates
this. Once its two parameters have been computed
based on the fragmentation, after each (though usually
infrequent) update, our model can forget the data dis-
tribution, resulting in fast and quite good selectivity es-
timation.

We show experimental verification for Zipfian distribu-
ted IR databases.

Keywords: selectivity, fragmentation, Zipf, informa-
tion retrieval, databases

1 Introduction

Efficient and effective processing of large amounts of
data is of crucial importance in most computer appli-
cations, from administrative data processing to library
information retrieval systems. Since the first and most
important applications were produced in administrative
areas, research in efficient and effective processing of
data was primarily focussed to meet their performance
requirements. These efforts have resulted in query op-
timizers that perform quite well. A query optimizer is
focussed on the selection of a sequence of basic opera-
tions, called query plan, such that the processing cost
of a query is minimized. To reduce the processing cost
of a query two approaches can be distinguished, namely
a rule-based and a model-based approach. In a rule-
based approach, the optimizer applies heuristics to pro-

duce a query plan. In a model-based approach, the op-
timizer applies a (mathematical) cost model to estimate
the costs of different query plans. The query plan with
the minimal cost is produced as output. An important
part of such a cost model is the selectivity of a query,
i.e. the number of records that qualifies to a query.
This problem has extensively been studied for standard
applications under a number of assumptions valid for
these applications. For example, many efforts devoted
to the selectivity problem assume that data are uni-
formly distributed. In the field of text retrieval systems,
Zipf distribution of data [Zip49] is the norm. However,
for emerging advanced applications many assumptions
should be reconsidered.

In this paper, we propose a comprehensive selectivity
model and derive a mathematically closed formula to
predict the selectivity of a query. We assume that the
query and data distributions are known a priori. In the
field of information retrieval, the query and data are
assumed to be equally distributed, thus fulfilling our as-
sumption, since the data distribution is typically known.

Although our discussion will be in the context of model-
ing information retrieval as a database application, the
selectivity model is applicable for a number of database
applications (see Section 2), such as distributed databa-
ses, autonomous databases, etc.

In many retrieval systems, terms are extracted from doc-
uments and indexed. This can be regarded as a binary
relation COLL(term, doc), in which term is a term and
doc a document that is indexed by term. In information
retrieval systems, a user expresses its query by enumer-
ating a set of terms. Therefore, a query can be regarded
as a unary relation Q(term).

Our selectivity model is focussed towards the prediction
of the number of hits in relation COLL(term, doc), or
a fragment of it, given a set of terms. In other words,
our model predicts the size of the semi-join between the
relations COLL, or a fragment of it, and Q.

To evaluate our model, we have performed a number
of experiments to determine whether the predicted se-
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lectivity values obtained by our model meet the experi-
mental selectivity values. The experimental values have
been obtained by measuring the selectivity for a number
of representative document collections (which are part of
the in the IR field well-known TREC [VH99] data set).
It appears that the predicted selectivity values match
the measured values.

1.1 Related work

In the literature, a large number of efforts has been re-
ported on the prediction of selectivity factors in different
contexts and under different assumptions [Car75, Yao77,
IB86, LNS90, CR94, IP95, GGMS96, PIHS96, CMN98,
CMN99]. Roughly two directions can be distinguished
in the prediction of selectivity factors.

Research in the first direction has been focussed to the
prediction of the number of page or block accesses, to
retrieve τ tuples from R tuples which are randomly dis-
tributed on B blocks. This problem has been exten-
sively investigated leading from open [Car75] to closed
mathematical formulae [Yao77] for predicting the selec-
tivity. To accelerate these formulae, researchers came up
with approximations of these formulae [IB86]. Although
our problem definition has similarities with above-men-
tioned problem, it differs on some fundamental points.
First of all, we are interested in the plain number of
hits (which can be regarded as tuples) in a relation. In
the prediction of block accesses, the number of ‘hits’ is
given, which is not the case in our problem definition.
Secondly, we do not assume a particular distribution of
the data. So, our problem definition indeed differs from
the problem of predicting disk accesses.

The second research direction mainly focuses on the pre-
diction of intermediate join or selection result sizes. This
area has also been subject to research extensively and
can be divided in four categories:

non-parametric ad-hoc techniques to administer the
attribute value distribution (example: histograms),

parametric the data distribution is approximated by
a mathematical distribution function with one or
more parameters (examples: uniform, normal,
Pearson family, and Zipf distribution),

curve fitting a polynomial (or other function) is ap-
proximated using a least squared error estimation
method,

sampling queries are run against a sample taken from
the real data to compute the selectivity for that
sample, followed by extrapolating the selectivity
on the sample to the whole data set.

We refer to [CR94] for a more detailed description of
each of these.

Our problem definition certainly matches the one fo-
cussed on in this second research direction. But, since
we are interested in estimating the selectivity for a frag-
mented database, it is not exactly the same. Further-
more, the model we propose in this paper to estimate
the selectivity in such a case, does not fit very well in
the classification typically used in this second research
direction. Our model is not a sampling, curve fitting,
or non-parametric method. Since the model we pro-
pose, relies on two parameters that are computed from
the data distribution, one might see it as a paramet-
ric method. However, we do not approximate the data
distribution by a ‘standard’ distribution function. In-
stead, we use the real discrete distribution of the data
and compute a mathematical approximation to the real
estimated value for the selectivity (see Section 3 for the
details).

Finally, we want to point out that a notion of the costs
related to fragmentation might be of use in top-N query
optimization [CK98, FSGM+98, CG99, DR99], multi-
query optimization [CKSA96], and distributed database
query optimization [HKWY97]. The relation between
our research and these topics will become more clear in
Section 2.

1.2 Outline

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows.
First, we discuss our problem in more detail. Then,
we derive our model in Section 3. In Section 4, we
present experimental verification of our model. Finally,
Section 5 concludes the paper.

2 Problem statement

The storage of integrated data is rapidly growing, espe-
cially in the field of data warehouses. This development
supports the progress of a number of advanced appli-
cations, such as data mining, decision support systems,
multi-media databases. To meet the performance de-
mands of these applications, a widely used strategy is
to exploit main-memory capacity by loading a partition
of the data in the main memory that is most beneficial.
A similar strategy is applied in the field of information
retrieval systems. In these systems, each document is
indexed by a large number of terms. All indexed terms
might be stored in relation COLL, which is very large.
In general it is not efficient to store the whole relation
COLL in main memory for several reasons. One rea-
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son is that there is not enough space in the main mem-
ory. Another reason is that the indexed terms as well as
queries on these terms are distributed according to the
rule of Zipf, and therefore a relatively small partition
of COLL is sufficient to handle the major part of the
queries on COLL. In mobile computing systems that
autonomously operate, loading the suitable data parti-
tion in the system is of vital importance. Such systems
may be found in the military arena.

In defining our selectivity model, we take into account
the aspect of partitioning. As noted before, our discus-
sion will be in the context of information retrieval. Let
us consider the following three key relations (see Fig-
ure 1 and Figure 2):

Term-document pairs [Expr. 1] Each time a term
occurs in a certain document, doc, a term-doc pair
is recorded in the relation COLL. As mentioned
before, this relation, which actually is an inverted
list, is grouped by term and then ordered on as-
cending group count. This relation is usually Zip-
fian distributed and very large1.

Document frequencies [Expr. 2] The DocFreq re-
lation contains for every term its document fre-
quency, df . The df of a term is the number of doc-
uments that term occurs in and equals the group
count of the term in COLL. The reader might
argue that this relation is redundant, and there-
fore, a waste of resources. However, the collection
COLL is considered rather static and the DocFreq
relation usually is relatively small2 compared to
the COLL relation. Precomputing this relation,
considerably helps saving time during query eval-
uation. Also, we assume that DocFreq is ordered3

ascending on df , meaning that it is ordered similar
to COLL.

Query [Expr. 3] This relation is nothing more than
a set of terms, constructed each time a user query
is presented to the system for evaluation. This
relation is relatively small compared to the other
two relations presented here. It usually does not
contain more than 100 terms.

1The size of COLL usually is 107 elements or larger. See Sec-
tion 4 for some concrete figures

2The size of DocFreq usually does not exceed 2 · 105 elements.
See Section 4 for some concrete figures

3Strictly speaking, relations are sets which do not have an or-
dering. However, assuming a relation to have an ordering does not
really compromise its formal set properties. But it does improve
its practical use, which we exploit here.

COLL(term, doc) (1)
DocFreq(term, df ) (2)
Q(term) (3)

Figure 1: Basic schema definitions.

COLL’|

COLL

|

| |

n

m

l

Q

COLLDocFreq
term df term doc

term

Figure 2: Relations.

Let us assume that we are only interested in the first m
tuples of relation DocFreq and their corresponding tu-
ples in COLL, which is COLL′. Our problem definition
is to predict the size of the equi-join between COLL′ and
Q.

For several reasons such a prediction is useful. Let us
assume that in the context of information retrieval, a
user has an information need and he/she expresses this
need by a set of terms Q.

First of all, when working in main memory COLL′

should fit into main memory, as well as the result be-
tween the semijoin of COLL′ and Q, during query eval-
uation time. Therefore, we need to have a notion of the
size of that result at design time to be able to determine
how much space is left in memory for COLL′. A selec-
tivity value helps to determine the size of COLL′, or the
m value corresponding to it.

Secondly, fragmentation is a tool when distributing or
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parallelizing (shared nothing) databases. Especially in
this case, not all the details of the data distribution are
available at the global level [HKWY97]. But one still
wants to make predictions about the costs, either at de-
sign time to distribute the fragments over the nodes, or
at runtime to divide the query task over the nodes.

Thirdly, fragmentation might facilitate top-N query op-
timization. As proposed in [DR99], one can optimize for
top-N queries by guessing a subset of the original data
that hopefully suffices to compute the top-N, leaving out
the computational effort that otherwise would have been
needed to evaluate the ignored data. In particular in the
area of information retrieval, top-N queries play an im-
portant role: in most cases the top of a ranked list of
documents is required. Top-N optimization techniques,
therefore, have been subject to extensive research in
the information retrieval field. It is quite common to
start query evaluation with the terms with the lowest
df , being the most discriminative terms. The question
is, both in the information retrieval case — in which we
are mainly interested here — as well as in the general
case of probabilistic top-N optimization, how to deter-
mine the proper size of a subset, e.g. fragment, should
be. Cost aspects, and, therefore, a notion of the query
selectivity, play an important role in guessing the size
of a subset. Of course, a notion of quality plays a role,
too. The smaller the fragment used to compute the top-
N, the worse the quality will be, which might require
additional fragments to be taken into account to reach
the desired top-N.

Finally, when dealing in a real world situation the query
load can be quite hight. This is particularly the case for
(new) advanced application areas such as search engines.
The ability to handle multiple queries within a short
time of each other is therefore very important. A high
query load often means that some parts of the data are
needed quite frequently, since many query results rely
on it. Multi-query optimization techniques [CKSA96]
exploit this property by trying to reuse (intermediate)
query results with regard to a query to speed up evalu-
ation of another. Fragments might be reused as well in
this context when more queries rely on it within a short
time of each other. A notion of costs, and therefore
selectivity, is needed to determine which fragments to
reuse or recompute intermediate query results for later.

3 Mathematical model

In this section, we present a mathematical approach to
our selectivity problem. To make it more accessible
we first introduce some terminology. Having presented

that, we will present another problem, analogous to the
original one, which demonstrates the key issues more
intuitively. Using this analogon, we describe a mathe-
matical model for the estimated selectivity ratio in the
third subsection.

3.1 Preliminary definitions and properties

This subsection is devoted to some necessary mathemat-
ical definitions. Furthermore, we also present a pair of
handy, basic properties directly following from the pre-
sented definitions.

3.1.1 Definitions

To enable a somewhat more elegant mathematical for-
mulation during the construction of a selectivity model,
we present a set-wise notation corresponding to the re-
lational definitions presented in Section 2.

ti ≡ ‘a term’ (4)
T ≡ {t1, t2, t3, . . . , ti, . . . , tn} (5)
dj ≡ ‘a document’, dj ⊂ T (6)
D ≡ {d1, d2, d3, . . . , dj , . . . , d|D|} (7)
COLL ≡ {(ti , dj )|ti ∈ dj ∈ D} (8)
dfi ≡ |{(ti , d)|ti ∈ d ∈ D}| (9)
DF ≡ {dfi |∀ti ∈ T} (10)
Q ⊂ T , |Q| = l (11)

Figure 3: Basic mathematical definitions [1/2].

First of all, we identify terms [Expr. 4] and the set of
all n terms [Expr. 5], i.e. vocabulary, known to our
system. For sake of convenience, T is ordered such that
t1 is the most discriminative term (e.g. it occurs in the
least number of documents of all terms) and tn the least
discriminative term (e.g. it occurs in the highest number
of documents of all terms)4.

Secondly, we identify documents [Expr. 6] and the set of
all documents [Expr. 7] known to our system.

Using these two sets, we define the set of all term-docu-
ment pairs known to our system [Expr. 8]. This is the
set representation of the COLL(term, doc) relation, as
defined previously.

Based on these sets, we define the document frequency
4In the strict mathematical sense sets do not have an ordering.

However, since the requirement of the set being ordered does not
compromise its formal properties, this seemed the best way to
formulate the idea instead of defining some new data type that
would be much less intuitive.
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per term ti [Expr. 9] and the corresponding set
[Expr. 10].

Finally, we define the set of query terms, and the query
length [Expr. 11]. Note that we assume no out-
of-
vocabulary words, meaning that all terms occurring in
a query are known to the system (after stemming). For
sufficiently large data collections, T will be that large
that this assumption is reasonable. We might have to
reconsider this assumption, if it appears that our selec-
tivity model does not perform well enough in practice.

T ′ ≡ {t1, t2, t3, . . . , ti, . . . , tm} ⊂ T (12)
Q ′ ≡ Q ∩ T ′ (13)
COLL′ ≡ {(ti , dj )|ti ∈ T ′ ∧ ti ∈ dj ∈ D} (14)

⊂ COLL
COLL′Q ≡ {(ti , dj )|ti ∈ Q ′ ∧ ti ∈ dj ∈ D} (15)

⊂ COLL′

DF ′ ≡ {dfi |∀ti ∈ T ′} ⊂ DF (16)

Figure 4: Basic mathematical definitions [2/2].

As explained before, we are only interested in the more
discriminative terms, say m of the n terms in total.
Since we assumed T to be ordered from most to least dis-
criminative, we can take the m first elements [Expr. 12]

The more discriminative part of a query [Expr. 13] di-
rectly follows from this. In most cases we will use k to
denote |Q ′|. Note that inherently hold k ≤ l.
From the restricted vocabulary and query directly fol-
low corresponding restricted versions of the set COLL
[Expr. 15 and 16, respectively]. Note that COLL′Q in
reality is obtained by a semijoin between COLL′ and
the query, and serves as input for the rest of the query
plan that produces the document ranking.

As before, we can now define the set of all document
frequencies for the more discriminative terms [Expr. 16].
Note that we omitted the term attribute of the DocFreq
relation in this set-wise notation, since the index i of
each dfi already implies the term it is related to.

Finally, we define the selectivity ratio as the relative
fraction of the most discriminative collection part se-
lected by the query [Expr. 17]. It is this fraction, we
want to estimate.

fσmeasured
≡
|COLL′Q |
|COLL′|

(17)

Figure 5: Measured selectivity ratio definition.

3.1.2 Properties

n∑
i=1

dfi = |COLL| (18)

m∑
i=1

dfi = |COLL′| (19)

Figure 6: Basic properties.

From the definitions of dfi [Expr. 9] and COLL [Expr. 8]
directly follows a nice mathematical relation between
these two [Expr. 18]. A similar relation [Expr. 19] holds
between dfi and COLL′ [Expr. 15]. We will use both re-
lations in the remainder of this paper in several formula
manipulations.

3.2 An analogon: playing math darts

To make the discussion more accessible, we reformulate
our problem in terms of a dart game.

df

df3

dfn

1

dfm

dfdf2

Figure 7: Our mathematical dartboard: each ring i has
square size dfi .

As an analogon for our COLL relation, we construct a
special dart board, as shown in Figure 7. The board
consists of concentric rings (so no sectors like one is ac-
customed to for the normal dart board). The square size
of each ring i is equal to dfi , where the ‘bulls eye’ in our
case corresponds to the records in COLL belonging to
term 1 and the outer most ring to term n.

A query of length l can be seen as throwing l darts com-
pletely aselectively at our dartboard (‘just’ tell the darts
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player to do so instead of the usual non-aselect aiming
for the bull). Note that this means that the probability
to hit a ring is therefore proportional to its square size.

Also, we do not allow one ring to be hit more than once.
In case a dart hits a ring that has been hit already,
the dart has to be taken out and thrown again (corre-
sponding to the property that each query term occurs
only once in a query). Furthermore, we assume that our
dartboard is that huge that each dart will hit the board
(corresponding to our ‘no out-of-vocabulary terms’ as-
sumption stated before).

After l darts have been thrown at the board, we compute
the total square size of the rings hit with ordinal number
less or equal to m (e.g. add the square size of each gray
ring in Figure 7 that has been hit to the total).

The problem we want to solve now, is rephrased as:what
is the expected total square size of the rings hit within
the inner m rings?

From now on, we use this problem in our modeling ef-
forts, instead of referring to the original selectivity prob-
lem.

3.3 Selectivity model

In this subsection, we first will introduce some additional
definitions and properties. Next, we will use these defini-
tions and properties to finally construct a mathematical
expression describing the desired expected square size of
rings hit within the inner m rings.

3.3.1 Additional mathematical definitions

We introduce some additional mathematical definitions
to formalize our problem a bit more.

Before we can define the expected values, in which we are
interested, we present some auxiliary definitions, shown
in Figure 8. The five most important ones are:

[Expr. 22] The event that the total square size of inner
m rings that has been hit is x.

[Expr. 23] The number of darts that has hit one of the
inner m rings (e.g. the number or query terms that
falls within the first m terms) is k.

[Expr. 24] The probability of a dart hitting ring i of
the inner m.

[Expr. 28] The average square ring size of the inner
m rings, weighted over the probability to hit that
ring. This formula will appear to be of practical

IP (V )
∑

(F ′) ≡ {W |W ⊂ V } (20)

∑
(IP (DF ′)) ≡ {

|DF ′′|∑
i=1

dfi |DF ′′ ∈ IP (DF ′)} (21)

(X = x) ≡ The event that the total of (22)
the square sizes of inner m
rings that are hit, equals x,
given that l darts have been
thrown at the board and
x ∈

∑
(IP (DF ′))

(K = k) ≡ The event that k of the (23)
given l darts hit the inner m
rings

pi ≡
dfi

|COLL′|
(24)

~pi = (p1, p2, p3, . . . , pm) (25)

hk : ~p 7→
∑

{i1, i2, i3, . . . , ik} ∈
IP ({i1, i2, i3, . . . , im})

k∏
z=1

piz (26)

gk : ~p 7→
(

m∑
i=1

pi

)k
(27)

α ≡
m∑
i=1

dfi 2(
m∑
i=1

dfi

)2 =

m∑
i=1

dfi 2

|COLL′|2
(28)

β ≡
m∑
i=1

dfi
n∑
i=1

dfi

=
|COLL′|
|COLL|

(29)

Figure 8: Additional definitions.

use later on in this paper, but is not of much sig-
nificance by itself.

[Expr. 29] The probability of a dart hitting the inner
m ring area.

The other definitions (such as the polynomials hk
[Expr. 26] and gk [Expr. 27]) play a supporting role in
the remainder of this paper.

Using the definitions in Figure 8, we can now define the
probability that k of the l darts (e.g. query terms) hit
the inner m ring area [Figure 9, Expr. 30]. Furthermore,
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P (K = k) =

(
l
k

)
βk(1− β)(l−k) (30)

P (X = x|K = k) =∏
i∈V

pi
∑

V ∈{{i1,i2,i3,...,ik}⊂{1,2,3,...,m}|
∑k

z=1
df iz=x}

(31)

E (X |K = k)
≡

∑
x∈
∑

(IP (DF ′))

P (X = x|K = k)x (32)

E (X ) =
l∑

k=1

E (X |K = k)P (K = k) (33)

Figure 9: Main probability and estimated value definitions.

we can define the conditional probability that the square
size of rings hit in the inner m ring area is x, given that
k darts hit that area [Expr. 31].

The conditional expected square size of hit rings in the
inner m ring area [Expr. 32] follows directly from
[Expr. 31]. In turn, the unconditional version of this ex-
pected value [Expr. 33] follows directly from [Expr. 32]
and [Expr. 30].

fσtheory
≡ E (X )
|COLL′|

(34)

Figure 10: Estimated selectivity ratio definition.

Actually, we are interested in the relative square size hit
in the inner m ring area (e.g. the selectivity ratio). This
means that we have to divide by the total square size of
the inner m ring area |COLL′| to get the definition of
the estimated selectivity ratio [Expr. 34].

3.3.2 Additional mathematical properties

hk(~p)
m∑
i=1

∂

∂pi
=

m∑
i=1

pi
∂

∂pi
hk(~p) (35)

∂

∂pi
hk(~p)

m∑
i=1

≤ ∂

∂pi
gk(~p) (36)

m∑
i=1

∂

∂pi
gk(~p) = kgk−1(~p) (37)

Figure 11: Additional properties.

In addition to the definitions we presented above, we
need some, though rather trivial, properties of hk and
gk in order to make the final formula manipulation steps
more accessible [Figure 11]. Note that [Expr. 35] and

[Expr. 37] make use of the fact that hk and gk are poly-
nomials. [Expr. 36] follows directly from the fact that gk
is equal to hk plus some additional higher power terms.

3.3.3 Actual model construction

Now, we are able to derive our final model, mainly by
means of manipulating the given formulas.

We start by using [Expr. 31] to expand [Expr. 32] and
rewrite it into a more useful form (the new nested sum
form can be compared to a nested for loop, iterating
over all possible groups of k i-indices out of m).

E (X |K = k) ≡
∑

x∈
∑

(IP (DF ′))

P (X = x|K = k)x

=
m−k+1∑
i1=1

m−k+2∑
i2=i1+1

m−k+3∑
i3=i2+1

. . .

. . .
m∑

ik=ik−1+1

k∏
z=1

piz

k∑
z=1

df iz . (38)

If we take [Expr. 38] and use it to expand [Expr. 33] we
get:

E (X ) =
l∑

k=1

E (X |K = k)P (K = k)

=
l∑

k=1

m−k+1∑
i1=1

m−k+2∑
i2=i1+1

m−k+3∑
i3=i2+1

. . .

. . .
m∑

ik=ik−1+1

k∏
z=1

piz

k∑
z=1

df izP (K = k). (39)

After rewriting we get:

E (X )

=
l∑

k=1

m∑
i=1

pidf i
∑

{i1,i2,i3,...,ik−1}∈IP ({1,2,3,...,m}−i)
·

k−1∏
z=1

pizP (K = k). (40)

Note that the ‘
∏k−1
z=1 piz ’-part can be replaced by an ex-

pression in hk, using [Expr. 26] and [Expr. 35]:

E (X ) =
l∑

k=1

m∑
i=1

pidf i
∂

∂pi
(hk(~p))P (K = k). (41)

Using [Expr. 36] and [Expr. 37] successively, we get:

E (X ) ≤
l∑

k=1

m∑
i=1

pidf i
∂

∂pi
(gk(~p))P (K = k)
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≤
m∑
i=1

pidf i
l∑

k=1

kgk−1(~p)P (K = k). (42)

From the definitions of gk and pi ([Expr. 27] and
[Expr. 24] respectively) follows directly:

E (X )

≤
m∑
i=1

pidf i
l∑

k=1

k1k−1

(
l
k

)
βk(1− β)(l−k). (43)

Since ‘
∑l
k=1 k

(
l
k

)
βk(1−β)(l−k)’ is the expression for

the expected value of a binomial distribution with pa-
rameters l and β we get:

E (X ) ≤
m∑
i=1

pidf ilβ. (44)

If we substitute E (X ) in [Expr. 34], we get (with some
minor rewriting and substituting [Expr. 28]):

fσtheory
≡ E (X )
|COLL′|

≤ l
(∑m

i=1 pidf i
|COLL′|

)
β

= lαβ. (45)

Which completes our model.

4 Experimental verification

This section describes the test databases that have been
used, and the experimental results that have been ob-
tained on them.

4.1 Setup

As mentioned before we used document collections from
the TREC set for the evaluation of our selectivity model:

FT collection This collection consists of 210, 158 doc-
uments originating from the Financial Times. The
vocabulary contains 175, 593 terms and COLL has
26, 544, 084 tuples. A document in this collection
contains on average 126.305 unique terms.

LATIMES collection This collection consists of
131, 890 documents originating from the
LA Times. The vocabulary contains 176, 853
terms and COLL has 19, 565, 029 tuples. A docu-
ment in this collection contains on average 148.344
unique terms.

CR collection This collection consists of 27, 921 docu-
ments originating from the Congressional Records.
The vocabulary contains 69, 433 terms and COLL
has 5, 189, 218 tuples. A document in this collec-
tion contains on average 185.854 unique terms.

The queries we used, are the 50 retrieval queries, also
known as topics in the IR field, from TREC-6. These
queries range in length (l) from 9 up to and including
61 terms with an average of 27.441 terms.

For all three collections, we evaluated our selectivity
model for 11 cases of m, with m such that

m

n
∈ {0.9, 0.925, 0.94, 0.95, 0.96, 0.97,

0.98, 0.985, 0.99, 0.995, 0.999} .

The main reason for selecting the fraction of used terms
from the interval [0.9, 0.999] is that these situations con-
cern the most critical area of the Zipf distribution of
the data. Below 0.9, the distribution is that flat that
it is almost uniform, and, therefore, not really interest-
ing. We excluded fractions above 0.999 from our results,
since the only logical next fraction would have been 1.0.
However, that case is handled quite differently by our
experimental DBMS, since it then has no fragmentation
at all, resulting in some practical problems to compare
the outcome with the rest. Next to that, the case for
1.0 did not seem to have any additional impact on the
overall conclusions of our model compared to the case
for 0.999.

4.2 Results

After having computed α [Expr. 28] and β [Expr. 29] for
both collections, we ran the 50 queries for each of the
11 choices of m (relative to n), resulting in 550 cases
per collection. For each of these 550 cases we computed
the exact fraction of retrieved tuples in COLL′ via the
formula for fσmeasured

[Expr. 17]. We also computed fσtheory

[Expr. 45] for each of these cases.

In Figure 12, we plotted for each of the 550 cases for
the FT collection the points (fσmeasured

, fσtheory
). We also

plotted the line where the points should be located ide-
ally, in case that our model is perfect. Note that in that
case fσtheory

should be equal to fσmeasured
.

In a similar manner, Figure 13 and Figure 14 show the
results for the LATIMES and CR collection, respec-
tively.

As one can clearly see, for all three collections, the point
clouds are nicely arranged along the ideal line, demon-
strating that our model indeed performs quite well.
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Figure 12: Estimated selectivity ratio vs. measured selec-
tivity ratio [FT collection].
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Figure 13: Estimated selectivity ratio vs. measured selec-
tivity ratio [LATIMES collection].
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Figure 14: Estimated selectivity ratio vs. measured selec-
tivity ratio [CR collection].

5 Conclusions and future research

In this paper, we have presented a selectivity model that
estimates the number of tuples that satisfy a query for
which the distribution of the terms is known a priori.
The tuples are selected from an inverted list of terms
and documents, grouped by term and ordered on the
corresponding group count ascendingly.

Our model is useful in advanced application domains
such as data warehousing and information retrieval. In
those domains the amount of data that needs to be
stored becomes huge, requiring techniques like distribu-
tion, partitioning, and parallelizing. Also main-memory
computing is often regarded as a technique that can help
to improve the efficiency of resource utilization in those
new domains. All these techniques can be facilitated by
fragmentation. A tool needed to allow exploiting frag-
mentation in an effective way, is a notion of the costs
related to it. Our selectivity model is an attempt to
meet this need.

Our model only uses two parameters, α and β, which
need to be determined before the model can be used.
These two parameters are determined by some simple
computation on the data distribution of the inverted
list, which can be efficiently handled in a single table
scan. Since updates are relatively rare in the context
of advanced database applications such as information
retrieval, updating of the parameters is not a big prob-
lem. Next to that, the parameters can easily be updated
incrementally.

We have demonstrated the accuracy of our model by
testing it for three information retrieval databases. The
results show that the estimated selectivity values match
the real selectivity value, measured during these tests,
quite well.

Some topics for further research can be distinguished as
well.

First of all, a mathematical analysis of the error of our
model should be set up. Currently, we have computed
the relative error of our model (though not presented in
this paper). However, a more mathematically founded
notion of the error should be considered to allow better
comparison with other methods.

Secondly, we have only derived a method for two frag-
ments in this paper. The extension of the model to work
for more than two fragments, can be obtained without
much effort, by following the same approach as we did
here.

Finally, we used the data distribution of the inverted
list to represent the distribution of the terms within a
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query. For an information retrieval case this is perfectly
correct. The reason for this is that queries are assumed
to be a representation of the documents a user wants
to retrieve, thus being equally distributed in the term
domain. Other applications might not have such a nice
feature. Probably one needs to learn the distribution
using statistical regression techniques.
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